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Modis (AKKODIS) AWS Service Catalogue 
Business and Information Technology Services

Modis is becoming AKKODIS
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Why Modis?
A Global Innovation & Development Partner for Smart Industry

Our mission is to drive innovation and digital transformation to enable a more sustainable tomorrow. 

20+
countries

30k+
engineers

Technology Domain specialisations: 
Digital Transformation, Data & Analytics & Cognitive 
Technologies, Cloud & Infrastructure, Industry 4.0, Smart 
Ecosystems, Delivery Lifecycle E
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• Tech Consulting 
• Tech Academy
• Tech Talent Services
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• Well Architected
• Migration Services 
• DevOps Enablement 
• Application Modernisation 
• Enterprise Cloud Managed Services
• IoT & Digital Twin 
• Data & Analytics  
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aws certs
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Modis AWS Partnership Overview

• AWS Consulting Partner [2013-]

• Advanced Tier since [2014-]

• Nearly 200 AWS Certifications held worldwide, 
>100 AWS Certifications in Australia

• Over 250 AWS engineers worldwide, 
>120 AWS engineers in Australia

• James Bromberger – Global Head of Modis 
Cloud, Global Modis AWS Cloud Practice Lead & 
AWS Global Alliance Lead, Consulting Director.

AWS Competencies:
Government [2019-]

Well-Architected [2021-]

AWS Programs:
Public Sector [2014-]

Business Case Partner [2021-]
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Modis AWS Certifications

• AWS Certified SysOps Administrator - Associate

• AWS Certified Developer - Associate

• AWS Certified Security - Specialty

• AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Professional

• AWS Certified Cloud Practitioner

• AWS Certified DevOps Engineer - Professional

• AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Associate

• AWS Certified Advanced Networking - Specialty

• AWS Certified Big Data - Specialty

• AWS Certified Machine Learning - Specialty

• AWS Certified Database - Specialty
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Key Solution Areas 

Well-Architected 
Framework Review

Migration Services:
1. Business Case(s); workshops; advice
2. Implementation

Enterprise Cloud Managed Services
1. MSP Workload Implementation & Operation
2. Cloud Compliance, Governance & Risk
3. Cloud FinOps

Application Modernisation
1. Cloud-native integration
2. Serverless

Data & Analytics

IoT & Digital Twin

DevOps Enablement
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Well-Architected Framework Review (WAFR) 

At Modis, we follow the AWS Well Architected principles, which help our cloud architects build 
secure, high-performing, resilient, and efficient infrastructure. As an AWS Well-Architected Partner, 
Modis ensures cloud environments are optimised for continuous improvement and cost efficiency

A WAFR is an AWS health check of a single workload (application), performed by a highly 
experienced & heavily AWS-certified senior Cloud Architect. It draws on the years of experience, 
and latest capabilities of the cloud, to help improve 5 pillars:

• Operational Excellence 

• Security

• Reliability

• Efficiency

• Cost

It is good for customers with established Cloud infrastructure but may not have optimised their 
environment as their existing partner or staff may have departed, or not it has not been kept up to 
date on changes over time.

Modis has some of the longest experienced, certified and capable Cloud Architects in the world.

Additional Lenses: Serverless, SaaS, IoT, FTR, Connect, Analytics, Management & Governance, 
Financial Services, HPC (for ISVs).
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Migration Services 

Modis' Cloud Consulting approach is efficient, secure, scalable, and effective. We focus on 
examining clients' cloud-readiness to scale applications, services, and information technologies 
to leverage the true benefits of cost optimisation, flexibility, security, agility.

Modis BAs have studied the AWS Migration Acceleration Program and have been trained on 
detecting the complete TCO and cloud economics opportunities within existing environments.

Modis migration framework:

• Write a customer specific business case

• Discover, profile, and classify customers' existing applications

• Provide operational cost estimates of workloads running in cloud

• Provide migration implementation costing and timing estimates

• Help align and focus customer stakeholders to ensure a smooth migration

• Create a project plan / migration roadmap

• Implement migration plan with checkpoints, milestones and Q&A processes

Modis BAs have been on the AWS Business Case Partner Program training. Modis has some of 
the longest experienced, certified and capable Cloud Architects in the world. Modis has not just 
migrated, but experience with continual production operation in the AWS cloud since 2013.
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DevOps Enablement 

Modis DevOps engineers are experienced in implementing DevOps approaches and CI/CD 

pipelines, with test cases, approvals and integration to help ensure fast, repeatable releases 

to the production environment.

Taking a DevOps approach allows Developers, DBAs, SysAdmin and Support teams to build a 

unified Service Team to better support critical organisation digital systems, with a member 

from each of these functions on the dedicated DevOps 'squad'.

Creating DevOps squads means a dedicated small team (<=6) looks after an application 

across Dev/Test/UAT/Production.

This approach ensures the critical application is optimal, well maintained, and any incidents 

are noticed and addressed quickly and effectively, enabling speed and quality assurance 

within the production environment.
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Application Modernisation

Application modernisation transforms legacy IT systems for effective and sustainable 
optimisation of business operations. Application Modernisation improves business processes 
and performance, achieving incremental savings, and over time significant cost and productivity 
benefits.

Applications can leverage cloud in multiple ways:

• On premises applications that need message queue as a service, storage as a service, 
or other cloud-based dependencies, while still executing at the edge

• Shift on-premises application to VMs in cloud

• Refactor on-premises applications to microservices split between cloud and on-
premises

• Loose coupling of applications; store and forward, fault tolerance and retry

• Refactor on-premises applications to the serverless environment

• Modern SAML/oAuth federation of identity for application user authentication

Modis' approach to Application Modernisation focusses on the function, 
user experience, agility and operational effectiveness the application portfolio. We use iterative 
delivery approaches to avoid big-bang system replacements, leveraging DevOps methodology. 
Modernising an application can take several forms including replatforming, replacing or 
extending the components of an application portfolio. With over 300 application modernisation 
specialists nationwide, we have deep capabilities in this discipline.
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Enterprise Cloud Managed Services

Using the Cloud for enterprise operations requires alignment, collaboration and technical 
execution across an organisation’s digital teams to create a failsafe environment, and to 
implement best practice as it evolves.

Since 2013 Modis has been managing the entire-end-to-end AWS Cloud environment 
for enterprise and government customers. Modis managed services ensure 
ongoing optimisation and security, with frequent cost, operational and 
security improvements iteratively implemented across multiple workload teams.

Modis aligns staff via a Cloud Centre of Excellence and service delivery mindset, minimising 
complexity, maximising performance and improving resource planning.

Modis' managed services framework:

• FinOps: monitor, review, recommend and execute on cost savings; review 
workload architecture recommendations, match to current and predicted usage 
scenarios, and implement the cost savings strategies.

• Architectural Governance: guide separate digital workload teams to minimise 
technology stack divergence, reinforce security engineering, and help continual 
adoption of evolving best practice.
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IoT & Digital Twin

Data is the lifeblood of decision making, and using IoT services helps feed that data in 
near real time into those systems. Digital Twin then helps show that in some format –
data, 3D visualisation, maps, and more.

While half the IoT story exists out in the field with sensors and gateways, the other half 
lives firmly in the cloud, leveraging fully managed IoT services and Serverless data 
processing pipelines.

Modis helps design, implement and operate IoT solutions for our customers, with 
sensor and wireless gateway selection, acquisition, installation, and operation. Modis 
then helps orchestrate data pipelines from the sensor fleet to the desired destination: a 
data lake, an integration endpoint, etc.
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Data & Analytics

The transformation imperative facing many businesses today is to identify and overcome the 

challenges that prevent them from innovating at speed and scale. These challenges can 

manifest as financial impacts, increased risk, capacity limitations and productivity constraints.

Using data effectively to understand how to address these challenges is one of the foundations 

of effective digital transformation.

With ASW Cloud, we unleash the traditional constraints of analytics to be able to support 

massive scale out while constraining usage-based costs.

Modis can help clients develop a data driven culture along with creating the architecture to 

support the ingestion, storage, analysis, and presentation of information to give insights and 

support critical decision making.

Modis can help businesses create or modernise their data landscape using the latest AWS 

services to provide the solutions that will help promote rapid decision making, increase 

efficiency, and help reduce costs going forward.
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Smart Industry
Where IT and engineering technologies converge into a digital and connected world

• Modern cloud architectures with edge capabilities 
For use in public sector, mining, oil and gas, energy and utilities and 
environment sustainability

• Connected IoT devices across a range of source types 
Unmanned Arial Vehicle (UAV) integration and LIDAR and Satellite 
imagery utilisation

• GPS/RTK Data, IoT Data 

Smart Ecosystems 
& Industry 4.0

Cloud Analytics IoT & Digital 
Twins

Hardware
Communications and Networking

Identity and Security
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Modis.com |  Akkodis.com 

For more information: 
James Bromberger, Global Head AWS Practice 
E: james.bromberger@modis.com
P: +61 422 166 708


